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 EDITORIAL
Remember if you move, or if your personal/work
circumstances change you should tell UNISON.

You can do this by contacting the branch on
0141 331 4450.
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Branch Secretary Cathy Miller has welcomed the
ringing endorsement from members after she was
re-elected to the post after an all members ballot,
with popular steward and activist Walter Gaffney
elected as LGBT Officer in the same ballot process.

Cathy said, “I am delighted that UNISON
members have exercised their right to vote and
that they have given me the opportunity to
continue to represent them, I promise that I will
do my utmost to lead an effective team in the
months ahead.”

Cathy used the opportunity to call for a period of
unity and stability within the Branch saying,
“Despite the low turn out it is clear that UNISON
members across our Branch continue to support the direction of
travel that we have taken. This is the second year in a row that
stewards have exercised their right to force an expensive postal
ballot, claiming that there was a movement for change. This is the
second year in a row that members have endorsed the current team
and how we go about representing them. I hope that this means, we
can have a period of sense and stability as we work to secure the best
deal for UNISON members.”

Election results

Proposals by the NMC to increase fees to £120
from 2015 have been condemned by union
leaders and members of the professions right
across the UK.

The union has also received an emergency
motion on the subject for this years AGM and it is
likely to be debated at the unions Health
conference in the spring.

Cathy Miller said “This is a scandal, the NMC
forced through an inflation busting increase
last year and now they want more. They are
asking nurses and midwives to pay for the

NMC’s inability to run their organisation at a
time when these staff have had pitiful
increases in salary. It’s a scandal and we must
resist it.”

She has called on all UNISON members to sign
the online petition at http://epetitions.direct.
gov.uk/petitions/34101, adding

“UNISON must be at the forefront of this
campaign and I call on all members to sign up
to the online petition which is registered with
HM Government and force a debate in the
House of Commons.”

Cathy Miller – elected again by members

‘Watty’ Gaffney – elected as
LGBT officer

The election results were as follows, with a turnout of under 10%:

Branch Secretary: Anne Cameron Burns 430

Cathy Miller 1066 ELECTED

LGBT Officer: Anne Cameron Burns 588

Walter Gaffney 809 ELECTED
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Time
to Care
A survey of Scottish homecare workers has
exposed the shocking reality of the country’s care
services.

With almost 2000 members within the Branch
working in the social care ‘arena’. Time to Care is
an important issue for NHS Glasgow Clyde and
CVS Branch.

The majority of workers polled in the UNISON
survey believe the service is not sufficient to meet
the needs of the elderly and vulnerable people they
care for – both from the time they can spend and
the quality of care they can provide. Almost half of
carers (44%) said they were limited to specific
times to spend with their clients. One in two
workers are not reimbursed for travelling between
client visits, while three in four said they expected
the situation to get worse over the coming year.

The survey – Scotland: It’s Time to Care – also
revealed that one in ten are on zero hours
contracts. This is being fuelled by the way councils
commission care and is leading to worse services
for the elderly and some of the most vulnerable
people in our society.

UNISON Scotland Deputy Convener Stephen
Smellie said:

“Our care services are hanging by a thread and
this survey shows that as austerity has bitten, it
is the elderly and vulnerable in our community
who are paying the price. The elderly in our
society deserve better – much better – and so
do care workers.”

The shocking results of this survey were the focus
of a debate on Scotland’s care services that took
take place at The Gathering, a conference
organised by the voluntary sector.

Dave Watson, UNISON Scotland’s Head of
Bargaining and Campaigns, spoke at the event for
UNISON and said:

“This report gives staff at the front line of care
delivery the chance to tell their story about care
in Scotland and it doesn’t make comfortable
reading. It should be a wake-up call for the
Scottish Government and commissioning
bodies to take action to end the race to the
bottom in care provision.

“Procurement action includes a requirement
that all care provision should mandate:

� The Scottish Living Wage: this will help the
recruitment and retention of staff and
support continuity of care

� Improved training: to ensure that care is
delivered by properly qualified staff

� Proper employment standards: ending the
abuse of zero and nominal hour contracts

� Adequate time to care in every care visit.

“Fairly paid, well-trained staff on proper
contracts with time to care is the very least
older people in our communities have a right to
expect.”

Neil Findlay MSP has now lodged a motion
supporting the UNISON position in the Scottish
Parliament.

The union’s ‘Head of Community’ in Scotland
Deborah Dyer said, “Time to Care isn’t just a
community issue, it’s a council issue, it’s an
NHS issue and it’s a society issue.

“UNISON will continue to campaign for a fair
deal for members and service users because
they are worth it!”

Dave Watson and Deborah Dyer meet Neil Findlay MSP
at  the UNISON stall at the Gathering
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UNISON members should be assured that the
union has no plans to alter its existing indemnity
scheme for members after the RCN revealed it is to
withdraw indemnity cover for nursing members.

UNISON NHS Glasgow Clyde and CVS Branch
Secretary Cathy Miller said,

“What the RCN do is a matter for the RCN. As a
registered nurse I know that the indemnity
cover I have as a member of UNISON gives me
piece of mind and added security, that’s why I
am in UNISON and it’s why I will fight to ensure
that UNISON continues to provide its own cover
for nurse members.”

Cathy added, “UNISON continues to argue that
the employers should provide indemnity
insurance for staff, that has always been our
position, but the union cover, which also covers
all of our healthcare members, is additional and
on top. It is an important safety net in these
times of increasing litigation.”

Professional Nurse Officer for
the Branch and Health Visiting
Team Leader, Una Provan said:

“Understandably we’ve been
inundated with calls from
nurses worried that UNISON
will follow suit. They can be
assured that at the highest
level UNISON have
confirmed that the union do
not plan to make a similar
change to member provision.”

The UNISON scheme also covers nurses who
might provide care out with a work setting (a Good
Samaritan Act) as long as they can demonstrate
that they were acting competently and were aware
of their own personal safety.

You can find out more about the UNISON
indemnity scheme at http://www.unison.org.uk/at-
work/health-care/

Indemnity insurance –
no change in UNISON!

Pay 2014
UNISON NHS Glasgow Clyde and CVS Branch Secretary Cathy Miller has fallen short of welcoming
the 1% pay rise for Scottish NHS workers.

Responding to the announcement that NHS staff in Scotland will receive £300 or 1% on all pay and
allowances Cathy said “I am pleased that the Scottish Government have chosen to fulfil their
obligation to honour the Pay Review Body, but I share the disappointment of our members, that
once again NHS workers will take a pay cut in real terms in the coming twelve months.”

The comment came as English, Welsh and Irish NHS members were told that they would be paid less
than the PRB recommended and the PRB would not be asked to give a report next year – signalling
the potential for no rise in 2015.

Cathy added, “In recent years UNISON has remained loyal to the PRB, despite growing calls for
it to reject the body and return to full pay bargaining, now we have a situation in Scotland where
the government has met our policy (to pay the PRB) and yet in other parts of the UK they have
not. As a result there is growing anger in other nations, which we might not be able to join,
simply because the Scottish Government has met our demand and so we can’t technically be in
dispute!”

Pay will be a hot topic at this year’s UNISON Health Conference in Brighton.

Una Provan,
Professional Nurse

Officer
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UNISON demands
public sector retail
strategy for new hospital
UNISON has called on NHS bosses in Glasgow
and Clyde to develop a “public sector first” retail
strategy for the New South Glasgow Hospital.

In an email to NHS bosses, UNISON challenged
them to reject selling retail space to private sector
food and beverage suppliers, because of fears it
will lead to job losses for NHS staff and impact on
quality of service.

Cathy Miller said, “NHS Glasgow and Clyde have
worked hard to eradicate the private sector
from providing services in recent years, now is
not the time to turn their back on those staff
who have worked hard to develop new services
and products. Now is not the time to hand the
most profitable sections of the retail service to
companies who won’t pay fair wages and will
spend more time avoiding tax that meeting

their public service
duties.”

UNISON NHS Glasgow
Clyde and CVS Branch
were instrumental in the
success of the Aroma
Cafe model, which saw
the NHS develop and
successful alternative to
canteen style catering,
the union is concerned
that this could be lost if

local NHS bosses
take a quick profit
approach. As a result
the union believes
that as many as 50
jobs might go to the
private sector.

Cathy Miller called on health bosses to think before
they act, “Previous Facilities Director Alex
MacIntyre was a big champion of Aroma and in
house services. NHS bosses need to think this
one through carefully, this union will mount a
campaign like never before if they decide to put
short term profit before long term services and
jobs.”

The union has also said that NHS bosses should
use the opportunity to review the existing retail
strategy and ensure that there is a level playing
field. Regional Organiser Matt McLaughlin said,
“It’s bizarre, the Scottish Government refuse to
allow NHS catering teams to sell lemonade or
sweets, but it seems we can’t stop external
retailers from selling unhealthy food on site.
NHS bosses then complain that staff and
patients are not using local provision. It’s
another case of the left hand and the right hand
not talking – we need to see a common policy,
developed in partnership and delivered with
fairness.”

Director of Facilities
(retired) Alex McIntyre
receives one of many
awards for Aroma
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The UNISON campaign to secure the correct pay
for staff who go on annual leave or sick leave
continues to pay dividends to members – all be
it slowly. A recent meeting with NHS bosses
confirmed that progress had slowed
down over the festive season and
was slow to pick up in the first two
months of 2014.

The campaign to secure
correct holiday pay for
nurses and nurse assistant
members across NHSGGC
continues, although as predicted
progress stalled over Christmas and
the employers have been slow to get moving again
in the first two months of 2014.

Matt McLaughlin, Regional Organiser said, “We’ve
told NHS bosses that this simply is not
acceptable, they’ve known about this for ages
and still they seem paralysed by the scale of the
mess that they have created.”

UNISON is now demanding that the employers
need to bring in more HR and Payroll staff to
deliver this programme. NHS bosses have agreed
and a paper is to be prepared for the Chief Exec.
Matt said, “Let’s hope they write the paper and
get an answer faster than they’ve moved so
far.”

Despite employer briefings and union information,
some wards still seem unable to get this issue
correct. UNISON has called for NHS bosses to
take urgent action if a local ward continues to
make these contractual payments wrongly.

The employers also made an offer over the period
2008 which remains outstanding and unions are
considering their response.

Matt said, “Members will be aware that the
agreement to pay ‘as if at work’ started in 2008,
however to date NHS bosses have been unable
to get access to the 2008 data, claiming that it
is archived in an offsite facility.”

The employer’s offer of ‘12.5% of salary
earned or half of the PAIAW amount paid

for 2009 –whichever is greater’ has
been rejected by UNISON.

Matt said, “The offer represents
progress, but pay modelling
seems to suggest that around

1/5 of members would be worse
off than if they received actual pay. At
this time some of the other unions are
keen to accept the offer, but with
UNISON rejecting the offer, we’ll be
going back to the employers side

looking for an improved offer.”

UNISON is dedicated to ensuring that members
get what they are due and has not yet ruled out
legal action. Matt added, “In truth legal action in
a case like this is complex and could be
expensive because of the lack of data from the
employers. Also it wouldn’t secure payments
any faster for members than the current course
of action, so whilst progress is slow, its steady
and people are getting the right outcomes.
However if progress is not steady, we will
consider litigation and we will pursue the
employers with vigour if need be.”

Good News
It’s not all bad news almost 400 staff have been
paid out in Jan and Feb and there are a number of
areas ‘with wards’ for agreement.

Analysis of areas in Partnerships, Learning
Disabilities and Mental Health seem to indicate
that the ‘problem’ is not as widespread in these
areas as it is in Acute.

Matt said, “From the analysis we’ve seen it
seems that this is an acute only problem, with
only a few isolated areas in Mental Health
identified as being a problem. Obviously work is
underway to sort these cases, but you have to
ask why one part of the same organisation can
get it so right and another can get is so wrong?”

Pay as if at
work – update



This year’s AGM went off without a hitch and was very well attended with almost 100 members and
guests in attendance at the Grand Central Hotel in Glasgow.

Included in the ‘business’ were some technical motions to amend the branch constitution and a more
focussed motion which condemned the announcement the NMC that they want to increase nurse and
midwife registration fees in 2015.

Speaking in the NMC motion, Cathy Miller said, “If the NMC can’t balance
the books after the last massive increase and multi million pound
government bail out, they should look at themselves and not nurses
and midwives for solutions.”

The AGM heard that membership was steadily increasing and that members
across the private, public and community sector were feeling the squeeze
as employers make cuts.

Branch Chair Marie Garrity said, “The AGM is a big event in the branch
calendar and a lot of work goes into it, to ensure that it meets the unions rules, but is also an
informed night out. I was pleased to see so many members and activists in the hall up for talking
about the real issues.”

The AGM also passed a motion which
will change the way that Branch Officers
are elected after concerns were raised at
the cost of the postal ballot procedure
and low turnout. From next year Branch
Officer Posts will be elected at the AGM
by those in attendance.

The AGM then proceeded to a hustings
debate between Jackie Baillie MSP (lab)
and Nicola Sturgeon MSP, Deputy First
Minister (SNP). UNISON Scotland’s
Health Committee Chair, Tam Waterson,
oversaw the debate in a humorous but fair manner.

After both politicians said their respective piece, questions from the floor ranged from the value of the
pound; the future of public spending; the shape of the NHS and jobs and employment in the context of
the independence referendum.

Unlike some of the televised discussion on the issue both Jackie and Nicola acquitted themselves with
dignity and were respectful of each other’s opinions,
which the chair recognised and welcomed.

Speaking after the debate one young UNISON
member said, “That was really good and it was
pitched at a level that ordinary people could
understand. It’s clear that Scotland cares about
our public services; the question is what’s the
best way to take them forward.”
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AGM update …

Scotland’s future
in your hands

Pic – left to right: Nicola Sturgeon MSP, Marie Garrity,
Branch Chair, Tam Waterson, Chair of UNISON Health
Committee; Cathy Miller, Brand Secretary and Jackie

Baillie MSP
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NWTC and
Beardmore Hotel
Despite all sides expressing a commitment to
‘Partnership Working’ as the preferred model for
industrial relations in the NHS, UNISON and
bosses at NWTC remain at odds over how to
resolve the issues between them.

UNISON stewards decided to withdraw from
partnership working in June last year after NHS
bosses accused a full time official of bullying, but
did not offer a right of reply or ‘fair’ process of
investigation.

Since then the union and the Chief Executive have
been locked in discussions which had achieved
nothing tangible, until the matter was referred to
Cabinet Secretary Alex Neil MSP.

UNISON Regional Organiser Matt McLaughlin
said, “There has now been some progress and
compromise on both sides and there is a
mechanism to get beyond our current
problem.”

Discussions are ongoing.

In the meantime business continues on site with
UNISON working hard to plug in on key issues and
representing members at grievances and
disciplinary hearings.

Beardmore Hotel 2020 strategy
Work is underway to develop a business plan for
the future of the Beardmore Hotel with UNISON
attending the HR Working Group on a non
partnership basis.

The Group has been tasked with looking at the
relevant HR issues and trying to develop a suitable
model for the future of the hotel. The group
recently heard that the ‘industry’ was apparently
moving away from zero hours contracts and
casual/agency staff in favour of permanent staff
with guaranteed hours.

UNISON has welcomed early suggestions that
selling off or franchising the Hotel will not be an
option, but has called on the employers to take

steps to resolve ‘workforce’ issues quickly,
particularly around the use of agency workers.

Reception changes
UNISON continues to express concern over plans
to close the hospital reception/entrance at night
and centralise the reception at the hotel. The union
has raised a number of points with the employers
including concern that critically ill patients may be
left waiting for access if they arrive unexpected
and concerns that ill patients relatives will need to
walk past hotel residents who might not be
understanding of their concern.

1–1 meetings are planned soon to investigate
staffing concerns.

7 day working
The majority of OT members have agreed to pilot
7 day working on site with a commitment to
revisit any concerns that they have after the pilot
period.

Modern apprentices
UNISON has expressed disappointment that the
Board seem to have decided not to develop a
Modern Apprenticeship scheme. Given the
unemployment locally the union is keen to see
Boards invest in young people to help them into
meaningful work.
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Needle sticks
on the rise
UNISON is calling for renewed efforts after NHSGGC figures showed that
the number of needle stick injuries had risen in 2013.

According to NHSGGC figures the average number of needle sticks per month in 2012 was 37, whilst the
average number of needle sticks per month is 2013 rose to 40.

Branch Health and Safety Officer Tommy McWilliams has said, “Statistics show that Needlesticks
Injuries are still a cause of concern within GGC Health Board, with the latest figures showing an
increase in needlestick injuries since the start of 2013. Unison GCCVS Branch we are determined
to ensure management are focused on reducing these figures. Health Safety Reps will continue to
ensure that staffs are reporting incident/near misses on datix system.”

Branch Chair and Health Visitor Marie Garrity said, “Needle sticks are a preventable occurrence and
there is no acceptable excuse for the number of needle sticks to have risen last year. UNISON
has demanded that NHS bosses redouble their effort to investigate the reasons why needle
sticks are still happening, if it’s training then we need to invest in training; if its equipment, then
we need to ensure that equipment is safe; if it’s work practices, then we need to change the work
practices.”

In 2013 there were 476 reported needle stick injuries with 52 related to administration of insulin.

Integration
Integration of Health and Social Care remains
firmly at the top of the unions agenda and was
the purpose of a joint meeting between Health
and Local Government Branches recently.

Lead stewards form council branches within the
NHSGGC area and Health Stewards met to
discuss progress locally, issues and concerns
and how UNISON should work together to fight
off any privatisation agenda that may evolve
within the Health and Social Care bodies.

Billed as the next big thing, UNISON is
concerned that whilst the corporate body model
ensures that NHS staff remain in Health (and vice
versa for all members) with their own pay, terms
and conditions, it does not deal with the myriad
of professional and staffing issues which lead to
anxiety, pressure and in some places anger and
two cultures collide.

Diana McCrone, Lead Steward for UNISON within
the Inverclyde CHCP said, “Inverclyde has been

largely successful, but that doesn’t mean that
have not been any issues. Right from the outset
the issue of council and health having different
cultures was a challenge and although it’s
better, it still bubbles to the surface at times.”
She added, “The big worry for health members
is the emergence of these new bodies as
commissioners of services, particularly when
the prevailing attitude in some areas is for
privatisation – in health we fought and won the
arguments against the private sector, now it
seems we may have to do it again.”

With each area at different stages (Inverclyde,
East Ren and West Dun are well developed –
Glasgow/East Dun are not and Renfrewshire is
somewhere in between) the union is also
concerned that those councils who see this as a
solution to budget pressures will charge ahead
with little or no regard for Staff or Clinical
Governance – with the Health Board powerless to
stop them once the ball is rolling.



items’ and 30% advised that they had bought
second hand clothes for themselves.

One member said, “I go around the Supermarket
adding up food as I go and if it becomes too
expensive then I stop and have to decide
between certain foods, what to buy.” – (Female
aged 35–44, Children under 12, Single Income
Household.)

Despite Government and employers efforts to
improve the health and well being of Scotland’s
people, incredibly nearly 1/3 of respondents said
that they were not able to afford sport/exercise
classes. Cathy Miller said, ”Incredibly despite all
of the money spent trying to convince staff to
live a healthier life, the impact on pay and
earnings is such that our members are working
harder to pay the bills and even when they have
the time and energy, they can’t afford to invest
in their health and well being.”

The survey and report was also influenced by a
series of member interviews which the academic
team found very useful.
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Standard of living
survey
Almost 13,500 UNISON members who work in the
NHS were surveyed over pay in 2013 and the
response was fantastic 13% response rate. The
analysis showed that around 42% of respondents
had cut back on dentist’s visits could not afford to
get dental work and almost 60% did not have
resources (savings) to meet an unexpected bill of
£500 or more.

The report was commissioned by the Branch and
was conducted by academics from Glasgow
University. It is expected that the final report will be
ready in the next few weeks.

Branch Secretary Cathy Miller said, “We wanted
the survey to do more than just look at pay, we
wanted it to look at how families have been
affected by year on year pay freezes and cuts.
By looking at things like managing bills and
credit, making household cuts and affording
necessities the research team were able to
provide a comprehensive picture into what the
real impact has been on UNISON members.”

A whopping 81% of members who responded
advised that they had actively cut back on ‘food

Branch Secretary Cathy Miller

Able to meet an unexpected
bill of £500 or more
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Branch Secretary Cathy Miller
Assistant Branch Secretary Frances Lyall
Chair Marie Garrity
Vice Chair Eleanor Harvey
Vice Chair Rose Anderson
Treasurer Julie Ballantyne
Assistant Treasurer Samuel Brewster
Service & Conditions Julie Ballantyne
Health & Safety Tommy McWilliams
BOAT Co-ordinator Diana McCrone
Black Members Officer
Communication Samuel Brewster
Development & Recruitment Marc Boyle
Disabled Members Officer Bob Gibson
Education
International Officer Margaret Bean
Labour Link Officer (job share) Marie Garrity

(job share) Marc Boyle
LGBT Walter Gaffney
Lifelong Learning Officer Margaret Cardigan
Membership Services Ray Sumner
Retired Members (job share) Ali Syed

(job share) Morag Houston
Welfare Officer (job share) Elizabeth Rankin

(job share) Eleanor Harvey
Women’s Officer Margaret Cardigan
Young Members Ryan Boyle
Convenors
CHCP & Mental Health Stephen Fullerton
Clyde (job share) Graham Capstick

(job share) Raymond O’Donoghue
Community & Voluntary Cheryl McCormick
Facilities Rose Anderson
Glasgow Acute Cathy Miller
Golden Jubilee Hospital (job share) Ann Sinclair

(job share) Sylvia McCulloch
Private Jackie Rodger
Local Lead Stewards
CHCP (shared post) Glasgow Marjorie Gaughan

Clyde Diana McCrone
Inverclyde Acute (incl Vale of Leven) Raymond O’Donoghue
Mental Health Lorraine Fullerton
Renfrewshire Acute Barbra Steel
Professional Officer
Nursing Una Provan

Branch Committee 2014 – as ratified at the AGM


